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OVER THE last ten fiscal years Federal Government expenditures have exceeded Government receipts, primarily taxes, by more than $70 billion. Over half of this cumulated deficit has been financed through monetary expansion. Faster growth of the money stock over this period, in turn, has led to an increased rate of inflation.

Monetary expansion and inflation engender some of the same effects as increases in taxes; they reduce the wealth of some members of the private sector and increase the Government's command over real resources. Unlike tax rates, however, rates of monetary expansion have not been legislated explicitly. Instead, they have resulted from the implementation of monetary policy in a framework where monetary policy actions are not independent of legislated budget decisions. This article discusses the mechanisms through which monetary expansion and inflation act similarly to taxes in that they finance Government and redistribute wealth.

The section entitled "Monetary Expansion" describes institutional arrangements which determine who, in the first instance, receives the spending power generated by monetary expansion. Banking laws, such as those pertaining to reserve requirements and interest payments, influence the proportions of an increase in the money stock that accrue to the Government and to the stockholders, deposit holders, and loan customers of banks. Under the institutional arrangements prevailing in the United States and most other countries today, at least a portion of an increase in the money stock is a source of finance for the Government, which in turn benefits those who gain from Government spending and those who would otherwise be taxed as an alternative means of finance.

Rampant inflation can diminish the willingness of the private sector to accept money in exchange for goods and services. To the extent that anticipation of inflation has this effect, monetary expansion and inflation become less effective means for the Government to acquire and transfer resources. Limits to the effectiveness of inflationary finance are discussed in the last major section of the paper.

MONETARY EXPANSION

The gains which accrue to issuers of money are derived from the difference between the costs of issuing money and the initial purchasing power of new money in circulation. Such gains are called "seigniorage." If the goods and services for which the issuer exchanges money have a market value greater than that of resources used to produce the money, then the issuer receives a net gain. Banks, for example, gain if the stream of income purchased from a given amount of created deposit money exceeds the stream of costs of producing that money, including interest payments on deposits. In general, the costs of issuing money vary according to what serves as money and the conditions under which it is produced and supplied to the economy, while the initial purchasing power of new money depends on the demand for money in the economy and the quantity already in circulation.


Johnson shows two formulas for seigniorage:

(1) \[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \frac{v-c}{(1+i)^t} = (v-c) \frac{1+i}{i} \]

where "v" is circulating value, "c" is the cost, and "i" is the interest rate prevailing in the period between recoinages. He notes: "This expression differs from the usual formula for capitalized value of an income flow because the first yield accrues immediately." [Johnson, "Appendix," p. 323.]

(2) \[ \frac{(1-c) + \frac{(i-c)}{i} g M}{i} = \frac{(i-c) (i+g) M}{i} \]

where "c" is the real cost stream associated with a unit of the money stock, "i" is the interest rate on assets, "g" is the growth rate of demand for money at a stable price level, and "M" is the existing money supply. [Johnson, "Appendix," pp. 325-26.]
Costs of Issuing Money

The costs of issuing money vary with the type of money. For commodity money, such as gold, the costs are reflected in the value of the commodity itself and in the expense of minting coins. The costs of issuing paper money are paper and engraving, and the costs of producing deposit money are bookkeeping and servicing the accounts.

The costs of producing a given amount and type of money also differ according to whether they are viewed as the outlays of the issuer or as the costs to society. From the point of view of society as a whole, the costs of producing money are the real resources absorbed and not available for use elsewhere. To society, then, interest payments on deposits are not a cost; they do not represent resources absorbed in the use of money, but rather a transfer of command over resources among members of the society. The issuer of deposits, on the other hand, would view these interest payments as a cost.

The total real wealth of society is enhanced when fewer real resources are absorbed in the use of money. Under most circumstances the market value of resources required for a given amount of paper or deposit money is less than the market value of resources required for the same amount of commodity money. Hence, from the point of view of society, real costs are lower for paper and deposit money than for commodity money.

The Demand for Money

Money is that asset which minimizes the costs of exchanging assets; in other words, it serves as a medium of exchange. Money also serves as a reliable form in which to hold purchasing power as long as the value of money in exchange is stable. Even if the general price level is not stable, money serves as a hedge against relative price shifts — for example, large declines in the current price of common stocks relative to the prices of some other assets. Because of these services, people are willing to give up other goods and services in exchange for money. We would expect that the amount of money demanded at any given time depends on the importance of the services performed by money compared to other goods and services and on the reliability with which the particular form of money serves as a medium of exchange and a store of value. For example, as an economy increases in population, output, and complexity, the demand for the services of money would tend to rise.

If, in addition, money holdings were expected to yield a return in terms of rising purchasing power over time, we would expect the amount of money demanded to rise further. On the other hand, an expected decline in the purchasing power of money would tend to depress the demand to hold wealth in the form of money.

Who Issues Money and Who Gains from Expansion of the Money Stock?

The assets which most consistently serve as money in our economy are currency, coin, and demand deposits. Currency and coin, which account for about one-fourth of these assets, are issued by the Treasury or Federal Reserve Banks. Demand deposits, which account for the remaining three-fourths of the money stock, are issued by commercial banks.

Even though private institutions issue the largest part of the money stock, the total amount of money in the economy is dominated by Federal Reserve and Treasury actions. Bank deposits are backed by reserves, and the Federal Reserve System and Treasury carry primary responsibility for the total amount of reserves and currency in our economy. In other words, the Federal Reserve and Treasury dominate the issue of "high-powered" money or "base" money, which consists of currency held by the public and bank reserves, as shown in Table 1.

The main sources of high-powered money are, or are closely related to, Treasury or Federal Reserve actions. A rise in the magnitude of the base resulting from a rise in the dollar value of the gold stock, for example, can occur through transactions involving the Treasury and Federal Reserve System following a...
devaluation of the dollar. The largest source of the base and the one associated with most changes in the base is the expansion of Federal Reserve holdings of Government securities.

Money creation need not be a printing press operation in order for it to provide the Government with funds. Expansion of central bank holdings of Government debt provides the Treasury with funds just as certainly as increased output of its engraving and printing facilities. Over the last ten years Federal Reserve holdings of Government securities have risen by over $40 billion. This increase, in turn, has served as a basis for growth of the money stock.

As mentioned above, commercial banks issue demand deposits, which comprise the major portion of our money stock. Demand deposits are issued on the basis of high-powered money that is not being used as currency in the hands of the public or as required reserves against deposits. When high-powered money enters the banking system, it becomes both a bank deposit and bank reserves. Since the proportion of deposits that banks are required to hold as reserves is less than 100 percent, high-powered money in the form of reserves enables the banking system to further expand the money stock by issuing additional deposits when they make loans.

Commercial banks gain from issuing money if the stream of income from loans and investments, undertaken with reserves in excess of requirements, exceeds the costs of issuing money. Banks make no explicit interest payments to holders of demand deposits, but do nevertheless incur costs in the servicing of accounts.

Commercial banks receive no interest payments on the portion of their assets held as reserves either at Federal Reserve Banks or in vault cash. Hence, higher reserve requirements inhibit commercial banks' opportunities to gain from issuing deposits. If banks were required to hold reserves equal to 100 percent of deposits, the money stock would equal high-powered money and all proceeds from monetary expansion would accrue to the Government alone.

A number of writers have noted that if there were competition in the issuance of money and no prohibition of interest payments on demand deposits, competing banks would try to attract deposits by offering to pay interest on them. The outcome of the competition would be the transfer of gains from the issuers of money to the holders of money, that is, from bank stockholders to bank deposit holders. Some have argued that such competition would lead to excessive

--


Reserve requirements on demand deposits at member banks currently range between 7.5 percent and 16.5 percent, depending on the dollar amount of deposits at the bank.

Since 1933, commercial banks in the United States have been prohibited by law from making explicit interest payments on demand deposits. See James M. O'Brien, "Interest Ban on Demand Deposits: Victim of the Profit Motive?" Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia Business Review (August 1972), pp. 13-19.
monetary growth. However, if competition in the payment of interest were accompanied by some minimum reserve requirements, then the Government would hold a constraint on monetary expansion.

In this case the public would no doubt be tempted to hold no currency at all, since it pays no interest, and to hold cash only in the form of bank deposits; . . . The fact that banks may have legal or traditional reserve requirements, however, sets a lower limit on the ratio of currency (including bank reserves) to deposits: the most extreme possibility is that all newly issued currency (along with all old currency) flows immediately into the reserves of the banking system, which then issues new bank money in whatever ratio is permitted by its reserve ratio.11

Bank loan customers gain from monetary expansion when loans are made at interest rates below the market-clearing rate. Then part of the seigniorage that would otherwise accrue to a bank's stockholders goes to borrowers. This occurs to the extent that the yield on real resources acquired by the borrower is greater than the cost of acquiring them because the interest on the loan was below the appropriate market rate.12

Who Loses from the Extraction of Seigniorage by the Issuers of Money?

Those who experience lower wealth due to the ability of money issuers to obtain seigniorage essentially pay a tax to the issuer. The tax payment is the difference between actual wealth and what wealth would have been in the absence of seigniorage or if seigniorage was distributed as interest on holding money. Such losses may represent a social loss, that is, lower aggregate real wealth in the economy than under an alternative monetary arrangement.

. . . social welfare will be higher in a paper-money system with a fixed money supply than in one in which the money supply is expanded to keep the price level constant, because in the former system the falling trend of prices provides a yield to the holders of real balances and encourages a greater use of money, which greater use increases welfare at no social cost. (This proposition is subject to the qualification that if prices fall at a percentage rate

greater than the rate of return on real assets, the public will want to hold money rather than real assets and the system is likely to break down.)

The issue of additional paper money at a rate sufficient to keep the price level constant yields seigniorage to the monetary authority equal to the real value of the quantity of money multiplied by its rate of growth . . . by comparison with a paper-money system in which the quantity of money is fixed (and subject to the qualification mentioned at the end of the previous paragraph), the levying of seigniorage by a monetary policy of maintaining stable prices involves a social loss, resulting from the restriction of the use of money as a consequence of its zero yield. In other words, the maintenance of a stable price level imposes an "inflation tax" on holders of money, by comparison with a policy of keeping the money supply constant and allowing prices to fall over time (subject again to the aforementioned qualification).13

Summary

Who gains and who loses from the expansion of paper and deposit money while the price level remains unchanged depends on institutional arrangements for the expansion of the money stock.

(1) If the Government were the sole issuer of money, all of the seigniorage would go to the Government. Members of the private sector who acquired additional money balances would give up real goods and services in exchange for the services of money. To them, the cost for the services of money would equal the value of the goods and services exchanged, while to the Government, the cost would be only the outlay for paper, printing and bookkeeping.

(2) In a system where the Government issued bank reserves and currency yielding no interest to holders, and banks issued demand deposits which required a 100 percent reserve backing, the result would be the same as for case (1) above.14

(3) If the conditions of (2) above held except that reserve requirements were less than 100 percent, commercial banks would have the opportunity to gain seigniorage on deposits issued in excess of the amount of required reserves. This opportunity would induce banks to offer interest on deposits; competition for deposit holders, in turn, would result in gains being distributed to deposit holders through interest pay-

10Johnson, "Appendix," p. 327. For criticism and additional comment regarding this proposition, see Klein, "The Competitive Supply of Money."
14It makes little difference if reserves and currency are issued primarily by the nation's central bank; as opposed to the Treasury, if net earnings of the central bank are returned to the Government Treasury, as is the practice in the United States.
ments. There would still be a gain to the Government, but it would be less than in cases (1) and (2) because people would tend to hold money in the form which yielded interest — deposits rather than currency. Government seigniorage would be earned only on the proportion of deposits required as reserves.

(4) If the conditions of case (3) above held except that banks were prohibited from paying interest on deposits, seigniorage would be earned by both the Government and banks. To the extent that banks charged an interest rate on loans less than an appropriate market rate, some of the banks’ seigniorage would be distributed to loan customers.

INFLATION AS A TAX

Some portion of monetary expansion which maintains a stable price level serves to finance Government spending, as discussed in the previous section. Rises in the price level, whether or not they are the result of monetary expansion, also serve to finance Government because of its status as a net monetary debtor and because of the progressive income tax.\textsuperscript{15} It will be shown that unanticipated inflation reduces the wealth of net monetary creditors to the benefit of net monetary debtors and that inflation, even if correctly anticipated, reduces the wealth of money holders in proportion to their holdings of money.

Definitions

Monetary assets are claims to a fixed amount of dollars. Money, bonds, and pensions without escalator clauses, and contracts to provide labor services for a fixed salary or wage are examples of monetary assets.\textsuperscript{16} Real assets, on the other hand, are claims to things whose dollar-value can vary. Houses, automobiles, and contracts to receive labor services are examples of real assets. Monetary liabilities are obligations to deliver a fixed amount of dollars. Loans typically are obligations to pay a given amount of dollars — principal plus interest — and are therefore monetary liabilities to the borrower. Real liabilities are obligations to deliver goods or services whose price may change between the time the obligation was negotiated and the time the goods and services are delivered. A contract to provide labor services is a real liability to the worker.

The net wealth of an economic unit is equal to the sum of its monetary assets and real assets less the sum of its monetary liabilities and real liabilities. On a balance sheet, net wealth and its components take the following positions:

\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Assets} & \textbf{Liabilities and Net Wealth} \\
\hline
Monetary Assets & Monetary Liabilities \\
Real Assets & Real Liabilities \\
& Net Wealth \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

The sums of the two columns are equal. Net monetary creditors are those whose monetary assets exceed their monetary liabilities. Net monetary debtors are those whose monetary liabilities exceed their monetary assets.

\textbf{Inflation} is a persistent decline in the purchasing power of money, or conversely, a persistent rise in the average price level of goods and services. Unanticipated inflation implies that market behavior is based on the expectation that the price level will rise at a slower rate than it actually does.\textsuperscript{17} Inflation may be partially unanticipated if market participants expect the price level to rise, but underestimate the extent of the rise. Anticipated inflation is where market participants correctly foresee changes in the price level and make economic decisions accordingly.

\textbf{Unanticipated Inflation and the Transfer from Net Monetary Creditors to Net Monetary Debtors}

With inflation, the amount of dollars embodied in real assets and real liabilities tends to rise, while the amount of dollars claimed through monetary assets and committed through monetary liabilities remains fixed. Hence a change in the price level affects net wealth differently, according to the composition of net wealth.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{15}With a progressive tax structure, as incomes and prices rise with inflation, income tax payments rise at a faster rate than prices have risen over the tax period. If income doubles, for example, as the result of inflation, with an unchanged progressive tax structure, income tax payments would more than double for individuals in many tax brackets. The Government’s income tax revenues would therefore also be more than double their pre-inflation level.

\textsuperscript{16}For a discussion of escalator clauses or "indexation", see Jai-Hoon Yang, "The Case For and Against Indexation: An Attempt at Perspective," this Review (October 1974), pp. 2-11.


monetary assets and liabilities remain unchanged. They are also shown in real terms, where monetary assets and liabilities have been deflated by the new price index \(P_1\) while real assets and liabilities remain at their pre-inflation amounts.

The before- and after-inflation balance sheets show a decrease in real net wealth for the net monetary creditor, an increase for the net monetary debtor and no change for the one whose monetary assets equal monetary liabilities.\(^{10}\)

It is important to regard the inflation in this illustration as unanticipated. A decline in the real net wealth of net monetary creditors means that the real yield on monetary assets after inflation turns out to be less than anticipated at the time of purchase. Expectations of prices rising at an accelerated rate in the future would motivate actions to offset the effect of inflation on net wealth.\(^{20}\) For example, such expectations would lead a lender to request a higher interest payment to compensate him for the reduced purchasing power of the dollar expected by the time of repayment. By the same token, expected increases in inflation would make a borrower more willing to pay a higher interest rate because the purchasing power of funds obtained at the time the loan is made is expected to be greater than the purchasing power of funds at the time the loan is repaid. In a market where interest rates are free to vary, a lower interest rate than that which would compensate the lender for inflation results from underanticipation of inflation.

This reasoning suggests that expectations about changes in the price level will affect market rates of

---

\(^{10}\) It should be noted that in actuality not all real assets will rise in price at the same rate as the price level. Some real asset prices will rise faster, some slower. It also should be noted that debt incurred to increase current consumption does not lead to a rise in real net wealth with inflation. In the case that debt is incurred for the purchase of non-durable goods, the rise in monetary liabilities is offset by a decline in net wealth on the same side of the balance sheet. Current consumption might be viewed as increasing real net wealth to the extent that it increases the value of the consumer’s human capital, but such an effect would be difficult to measure.

\(^{20}\) Ceilings on interest payments by financial institutions and other interest rate controls limit the range of inflation-offsetting alternatives that monetary creditors can choose.
interest. Expectations of a rise in the rate of inflation will lead to increased market interest rates. This is equivalent to a decline in the current exchange prices of outstanding monetary assets and liabilities. Hence, expectations of increased inflation, as well as the occurrence of inflation, cause reductions in the purchasing power of existing monetary assets.

Inflation and the U.S. Government Debt

The outstanding debt of the Federal Government is over $480 billion. In addition, Federal agencies and trust funds, as of the third quarter of 1974, had an outstanding debt of $137 billion. Most of the $480 billion public debt has been incurred since 1941. About $135 billion of this is held by U.S. Government agencies and trust funds; about $80 billion is held by the Federal Reserve System; and about $266 billion is held by private investors.

Inflation, to the extent it is underanticipated at the time securities are issued, reduces the amount of purchasing power which the Government must repay to holders of maturing securities. For example, the repayment in 1972 of $1,000 on a maturing five-year note issued in 1967 would buy roughly what only $805 would have bought in 1967.

The Government’s debt consists of securities issued at various times, for various maturities, and at various interest rates. We cannot tell precisely the degree to which the inflation we have had has been anticipated or the degree to which interest payments have compensated purchasers for losses in the purchasing power of their monetary asset due to subsequent inflation. Probably, however, much of the inflation has been unanticipated. We can observe, for example, that if a $1,000 five-year note was purchased at par in 1967 to yield 5 percent per year and held to maturity, interest receipts would have equalled $50 per year or $250 for the five years. Since, however, prices rose each year, each $50 interest receipt would buy less than the previous one.

Table II shows the continual decline in the purchasing power of the interest receipts compared to 1967.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Interest Receipt</th>
<th>Purchasing Power in 1967 Dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>$ 50</td>
<td>$ 48.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>41.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$219.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Deflated by the GNP implicit price deflator.

Ignoring possible reinvestment of interest receipts, total interest payments in terms of 1967 purchasing power come to only $219. With the $195 loss in the purchasing power of the principal, offset by only a $219 payment in real purchasing power for interest, the security holder received essentially nothing for allowing the Government to use his funds for five years.

The Government’s commitment to redeem its securities and pay interest on them is a commitment to pay a fixed number of dollars. Unanticipated inflation reduces the amount of real resources embodied in this commitment. Hence, inflation captures, from those who purchased bonds, resources which otherwise either would not be available for Governmental use or distribution or would have to be financed with other taxes. These resources, thus captured, constitute an arbitrary transfer from, or “tax” on, the wealth of the bondholders.

The Inflation Tax on Money

As mentioned earlier, inflation is the continuous erosion of the purchasing power of money. Those who continue to hold money as it decreases in purchasing power incur a loss. The loss is often described as a “tax” on money. The real value of money holdings is the tax base; the rate of inflation is the rate of tax; the product of the base and rate is the negative impact of inflation on the real wealth of the money holder.
Consider an example of someone holding $100 in the form of money. Assume that at the end of a year the $100 will purchase a market basket of goods equal to only 9/10 of what it would have bought at the beginning of the year. This is the same as saying that the original basket costs $111.11 at the end of the year, or that prices have risen by 11.1 percent, or that the original money holdings are worth only $90 in purchasing power at the end of the year. The person holding the $100 has paid a tax equal to 11.1 percent of that $90. The rate of the tax is the rate of inflation (11.1 percent). The tax base is the real value of money balances ($90). The tax payment, in real terms, is the product of the rate and base ($10).

A general formula describing the tax payment from an inflation tax is:

$$\frac{M}{P_0} \times \frac{P_1 - P_0}{P_1}$$

where $M$ is the amount of money held, $P_0$ is the initial price level, and $P_1$ is the price level after the inflation. In terms of the example in the previous paragraph where $P_0 = 1$ and $P_1 = 1.11$:

$$\frac{100}{1.11} \times \frac{1.11 - 1.00}{1.00} = \frac{90 \times .111}{1.00}$$

The decrease in purchasing power incurred by holders of money due to inflation imparts gains to the issuers of money if the rises in the price level are due to increases in the quantity of money. The increases in the price level reveal to some extent the real resources acquired by the issuers of money through the expansion of money. In this case the inflation tax on money is an extension of the concept of seigniorage discussed earlier in the context of monetary expansion just sufficient to keep the price level stable.

Declines in the purchasing power of money due to declines in the real wealth of the community do not impart absolute gains to the issuers of money. Nevertheless, to the extent that declines in real wealth are reflected in a rise in the price level, the declines are distributed in the community according to holdings of money.

---

26 Inflation can be deliberately utilized as a tax. A government can acquire resources by creating and spending new fiat money. This policy can cause prices to rise and it is this rise in prices that reveals the transfer of wealth to the government from money holders and reduces the wealth position of all (including government) creditors. [Kessel and Alchian, "Effects of Inflation," p. 525.]

27 Ibid., p. 527.
be increased only by even more rapid rates of money growth.

Rates were quickly reached, however, that completely disrupted the economy, and they could not be long continued. The attempt to enlarge the revenue in the closing months thus produced the characteristic pattern of the hyperinflations: price increases did not peter out; they exploded.29

Correct anticipation of inflation would also limit the opportunity of the Government to gain command over resources from inflationary policies through its status as a net monetary debtor. With anticipations of inflation, the public would buy securities only at a discount or at a yield which incorporated an inflation premium.

**Tax Structure**

As noted in footnote 15 of this article, our tax structure tends to yield increases in income tax revenues at a rate faster than inflation. Offsetting this influence, but only slightly, is the effect of capital losses due to inflation. Capital losses reduce taxable income and are realized when securities are sold at a discount, compared to the purchase price, due to an increase in the actual or anticipated rate of inflation.

**Competition in the Issue of Money**

Competition in the issue of money transfers gains from money creation to the holders of money, while issuers continue to earn a return sufficient to remain in business.

In the United States, institutional constraints limit the ability of private institutions to compete with the Government in the issue of money, but they do not eliminate it entirely. Commercial banks issue demand deposits on the basis of reserves which essentially are issued by the Government. Hence the gains to the Government from the issue of money are in relation to the total of bank reserves30 and currency in the hands of the public, that is high-powered money, while the money stock consists of the larger total — currency plus demand deposits in the hands of the public.

**SUMMARY**

Increases in the money stock, under institutional arrangements for monetary expansion in the United States and elsewhere, provide, in the first instance, purchasing power for the issuer of money — primarily the Government. Monetary expansion, whether accompanied by actual rises in the price level or not, taxes the wealth of money holders by making the purchasing power of their money holdings less than it would be in the absence of the expansion or under an arrangement where money holders reaped all the gains from a larger stock of money services.

In addition, unanticipated price rises reduce the real value of monetary assets and liabilities and thus transfer wealth from net monetary creditors to net monetary debtors. The decrease in the real value of the Government debt due to inflation is a transfer of wealth from bondholders and money holders to taxpayers and to beneficiaries of Government spending programs. Correct anticipation of inflation would tend to reduce these transfers. In addition, changes in institutional arrangements, such as removal of the prohibition of interest payments on demand deposits, and indexation of income taxes and security prices would reduce the contributions of monetary expansion and inflation to Government finance.

Monetary expansion and inflation, like income and other taxes, redistribute purchasing power from the private sector to the public sector and among members of the private sector. Unlike other taxes, however, they are not legislated specifically, but come about primarily as the result of actions of the monetary authorities.

29Reserves of commercial banks that are members of the Federal Reserve.